Dynamic power and coherence analysis of ultra short-term cognitive processes--a methodical study.
This EEG mapping study was designed to explore ultra short-term cognitive processes in human thinking. The EEG was recorded while the subjects performed two tasks randomly mixed in time: category concept activation and pattern comparison. A novel approach is introduced to examine these tasks by means of band powers and coherence with high time and frequency resolution. This approach is based on general adaptive principles and the adaptive fit of a bivariate linear model (ARMA model) with time varying parameters, and allows the estimation of band powers and coherences continuously in time. The application of mapping to these spectral parameter functions results in map sequences of band powers, and local band coherences. It was proved that these map sequences of the frequency band 13-20Hz reflect the dynamic behaviour of information processing in a characteristic topographical manner. Based on these dynamic topographical examinations, conceptual and imaginal representations are distinguishable.